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gabe: yeah let's just give it a try like this 

darrin: ok. yeah. i see. 

so i've broken it down in terms of the cultivated space, which would be the garden, everything inside the 
deer fence. and then outside of that i've got indicated where the creek is. and then where these 
different microclimate plant zones are. there's the grassland meadow, that's on the left side. and then a 
couple different mixed evergreen forests on both sides of the property. then there's this grove of short 
alder trees. i haven't figured out the actual species of any of these. the willows, they might be black 
willows, but i'm not 100 percent. 

let's see. wetland complex. the dotted line, is that the nature walk or is that the creek? 

the dotted line is the nature walk. the solid double line is the creek. 

oh. wow, the confluence right there. yeah. ok. and that flows back and feeds that wetland complex? 

yeah, actually where the whole wetland complex is, right now the snow has started to melt so it's 
becoming a big mass of water. there is like a big...pretty good... 

water 

yeah 

cool 

by the end of the fall the wetland area is not covered with water anymore. it becomes a marsh. it gets 
muddy.  

a lot of cat tails? 

yeah, a lot of cat tails. that indicates where it's wet. and then grasses. there's some kind of juncus 
growing back there as well. 

yeah probably some carex too. what about bull rush? is there any scirpus mixed in amongst the cat 
tails or mostly cat tails? 

i haven't had an opportunity to really explore that area yet. so. 

sure. ok. so is your mixed evergreen forest and grassland meadow existing or is that proposed? 

no, so that's existing, there's some evergreen trees and mixed in with... i'm not sure what, some sort of 
deciduous trees. and the grassland meadow, that's an area with a lot of golden rod and aster in the fall. 
it will be interesting to see what happens this spring. what ephemerals, wildflowers, and grasses pop up. 

what an awesome site. i mean i will have to zoom in at some point on google earth and check it out. 
what's to the left of the willow grove in between the creek and the wetland complex? where it says 
cascadilla creek wildlife corridor.  what's in that area, is it just open? 



yeah, it's open. it's an open riparian area where there're mostly grasses and wildflowers. there aren't 
many trees outside of like the indicated areas. so that zone is filled with grasses and herbaceous shrubs. 

ok cool, and i see where you have your studio. is that where you have your house now? 

yeah, exactly, that's where the current structure is. if you see to the right of that - it says 
"gallery/brewery". that's something i would like to build. a temporary structure such as a yurt or 
geodesic dome.  that hasn't been built yet. in the orchard, there's an ancient apple tree.  other than that 
the orchard space is something i'm planning on planting out this spring.  my first stage is installing some 
bare root fruit trees.  

ok 

and then potentially having a few beds for hops. one challange is that the soil is pretty wet. you know 
plants can get wet feet. some of the trees around here aren't doing that great, probably because they're 
water logged.  

i see.  so you're almost into the water table. so there is water like what a foot below ground?  or even 
less? 

yeah something like that. depending on where you're at.  there's some areas that are a bit more 
elevated and have better drainage. where the green house is indicated on the map is where the existing 
garden is located. there's a small fence. it's not much but it would keep out rabbits and rats and shit like 
that, not fully deer proof though. that's a space that has already been set aside for a garden but i'd like 
to expand it. 

right. 

also planning to build a greenhouse. the bee and butterfly garden is existing only in front of the studio. 
it's much smaller than it shows on the map. i'd like to extend that.  there are butterfly bushes already 
planted in there, so i'm thinking this is the foundation for a bee and butterfly habitat garden.  

cool deal man. now you got your confluence of creeks there, in a heavy flood event how expansive is 
that flood, do you know? 

you know i don't really know. i know that we're not in a flood zone here so we didn't have to pay for 
flood insurance. the area where the studio is and the grassland meadow, those areas elevate a bit up 
above the water table but everything else is pretty low so the water would just be flowing through. 

it would be cool to have a photo point sheet. take some photos at certain vantage points. show them 
on the map. that would be good.  documentation. i'm trying to visualize it all. it would be great to 
have some photos. you can't see too much with the google earth. but hell you could email me some 
photos..  

yeah, i will follow up with that idea. that sounds great. i could take all these zones on the map and take a 
picture or two.  have it even linked up you to the file 



right 

yeah 

right on yeah. so this looks like a great opportunity man. your already have a lot of things in place. i 
mean the fact that you have these groves of trees and open space, wow.  there's a lot of potential 
there. it would be cool to see an aerial at some point  

what i'll do is the next time we talk i'll prepare a bunch of different images from satellite to vantage 
point type of photos and then you can have a better visual of what's going on here 

any information you can get on the site is just going to make the design and the planning more 
relevant. but i like your layout here. you have your confluence. your nature walk through the willow 
grove, observation deck. probably have open water most of the year.  

yeah, i think to some degree. out where it shows the wetland complex. there's some sort of wetland 
marsh type areas that remain out there.  part of my plan is to innovate ways of interacting with that 
space without creating much impact, you know?  

right 

because it's such a sensitive area, to have respect for the space, to not physically be out there impacting 
it. for example, having certain areas that are off limits to the public. part of incorporating this 
community element to so such a sensitive habitat area is in some way counterproductive. to do it 
respectfully  requires an element of mitigation to these wildlands. 

exactly, well you know when i look at this. all the elements that you have here. it's the perfect 
opportunity to demonstrate how humans can interact and coexist with nature in a sustainable way. i 
mean it's all there. 

yeah.  

 you got your sustainable ag. with your permaculture. you got preserved natural areas. you got a low 
impact nature walk. and you know over time you can enhance these natural areas just by introducing 
native species. expanding the groves. and you probably don't even have much bare ground there. 
you're probably covered with native grasses and everything. so there might not be anything to really 
plant there in the areas that are looking healthy.  the willow grove and the alder grove and the 
grassland meadow especially.  it just might be a matter of  preserving them and managing them over 
time. especially for invasives and things like that. 

yeah i think so . one of the things i've been thinking about is increasing biodiversity because i think that 
these areas are healthy but have definitely undergone some significant historical human impact . the 
land here has been completely transformed since european settlement times but what does exist here is 
thriving and it is made up of good corner stone species but as far as the diversity goes i feel like that's 
really what's not here.  



the diversity 

yeah like some of the more sensitive plants have been choked out by some of the more aggressive 
natives, like goldenrod. 

yes 

when i first saw goldenrod, i was like, this has to be an invasive species. but it's not. it's a native species 
and it has value but it's something that could potentially choke out other species of plants that could 
benefit the habitat. that aren't competitive enough to survive here. my thought is to take  small patches 
and introduce new species to get the diversity happening you know.  

right, right. golden rod can be very aggressive and can of take over an area . outcompete other native 
species. so thinning that out. like i say it grows fast. it's  aggressive. so if you're going to introduce 
some native grasses, like some bunch grasses for example, you would want to find one that's fairly 
aggressive on its own. or hardy. that would work there.  it would be great to see something similar to 
deer grass out there. something hardy like that. what i would do is to document the native plant 
communities there and then do research to see what components of that native plant community 
would comprise of a healthy ecological system. see what's missing there and what you could add to 
increase the biodiversity.  you might need to look at mixed evergreen forests in that part of the 
country. you know willows, depending on what type of willow, they are usually pretty dense and 
almost form a monoculture. it's so thick. but yeah getting a feel for the native plant communities of 
that area and what their comprised of would be key for your planning efforts to enhance these areas.  

most definitely. there's a lot of education that i need to do for myself because while i can see certain 
things, like i know i have willows here but i don't know the specific species that they are. or these alder 
trees. i've got an eye where i can see the basics but i need to get into the finer details and start seeing 
what the understory is made up of. like what are all these grasses? i don't think mulenbergia rigens, 
deer grass is out here, but i'm not sure . definitely doing some research. maybe getting somebody out 
here. because there's so much. it's such a big world, native plant communities. to know more specifically 
about what i'm dealing with having somebody with experience come out here and do a walkthrough of 
the site with me would be very helpful.  

yeah. i was just thinking i would be cool if you could invite the botany department there at cornell. 
one of the professors or one of the classes and invite them to come out and for a plant identification 
exercise or something.  volunteer the property.  

awesome. that's a great idea 

it wouldn't cost you any money and it would give them an opportunity and the professor an 
opportunity to test the students.  

for sure and there's also a native plant society here. the finger lakes native plant society. maybe there's 
somebody locally here that could potentially help.  



yeah right on that's a good idea. it may take you some time to find out exactly what species you've 
got out there. sometimes you need to get a botanist out there to determine things but you can usually 
get a good feel for it with just a book and see what's missing out there.  that way you can come up 
with an enhancement plan for areas that need to be enhanced.  and put it all together as a holistic 
plan. that's where you  can start. now of course the more information you find out, that plan should 
be malleable. but you're not starting with a blank slate which is awesome. seems like you've got a lot 
of quality people there and a lot of potential.  find out as much about it as you can and we can 
continue to have conversations , and share photographs and stuff like that. i like the whole layout, 
man. it would be nice to come visit and check it out.  

yeah man for sure you got to.  

right on man and then this whole permaculture garden. that's something interesting that's a design 
within itself. you can tie it to that space. it's a great opportunity to demonstrate how we can coexist 
and live life more sustainably.  
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